ThinkPad® Yoga 11e

Designed for Nonstop Learning
Student Proof Design - Ruggedized &
Liquid Spill Resistant
Innovative Mobility
The Lenovo® ThinkPad® 11e series combines the latest PC
features and durability in both an ultraportable standard laptop
and convertible 360-degree form factor.
Windows 10 connects students and teachers with an extensive
array of learning apps while 10 hours of battery life fosters
untethered learning freedom. Additionally, MIL-SPEC grade
construction allows the ThinkPad® 11e series to withstand the
stresses of student bumps and scrapes.
Perhaps most impressive, the thoughtful design of the ThinkPad
11e series ensures that IT spends less time dealing with security,
repairs, and maintenance. This gives students and teachers
the added bonus of uninterrupted learning in and out of the
classroom.

Rich Windows 10
productivity and Lenovo®
Durability combine for
supercharged digital
learning.

For even more flexibility, an optional 360-degree hinge allows the
ThinkPad® YogaTM 11e to quickly transform to one of four distinct
computing modes. Regardless of the task, students can enjoy
technology that adapts to their needs.

Meaningful innovation in education hinges on keeping the
practical needs of teachers, students, and IT staff in mind. This is
how Lenovo continues its track record as a leader in educationfocused technology.
The ThinkPad® 11e series gives educators powerful instructional
capabilities to engage students, including Windows 10
compatibility and powerful processing for complex assignments.
Meanwhile, IT staff enjoys reduced maintenance due to studentready durability and integrated device security.
The ThinkPad® Yoga 11e offers users four distinct modes:
Laptop Mode:

Tent Mode:

Report writing

Watching instructional videos

Key Features of The Thinkpad® 11e Series
■

Powerful performance with up to Intel® CoreTM i3 processors
enables students to conquer assignments small and large.

■

Easily manage user experiences and classroom applications
with Windows 10.

■

ThinkPad® Yoga 11e version offers intuitive handwriting and
note-taking functionality with optional Active Pen.

■

USB and HDMI ports easily connect to projectors and other
peripherals, allowing educators to engage students with
multiple teaching tools.

Tablet Mode:

Stand Mode:

Intel Inside®. Powerful
Solution Outside

Reading assignments

Virtual collaboration
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The result of deep education expertise and world-class
engineering, the ThinkPad® 11e series is a best-in-class solution
for school districts everywhere.
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ThinkPad® YogaTM 11e

Support Service
Warranty Extensions offer up to five years
of depot or onsite coverage to minimize unplanned
maintenance expenses.
Onsite Warranty Upgrades provide fast
access to priority service, resulting in shorter downtime and
maximized productivity.
Accidental Damage Protection supports
users beyond normal system warranties by providing
coverage for accidental damage due to liquid spills,
unintentional drops or bumps, and electrical surges.
Imaging Advanced Automation Process
preloads your custom images and configuration settings
during manufacturing to ensure predictable quality and lower
deployment costs.

Options

Asset Tagging and Laser Etching provides
the foundation for a strong asset management program
that can improve tracking ability, reduce loss and theft, and
uniquely identify any institution.

Lenovo® 65W Travel
AC Adapter
Stay charged all day with a slim
and light design that fits easily in
a backpack or carrying case.

Priority Technical Support expedites problem
resolution by providing advanced-level break-and-fix phone
support.
Lenovo’s Three-Year Sealed Battery
Warranty extends the standard one-year base battery
coverage by providing customers up to three years of
comprehensive support on their products’ sealed batteries.
The low upfront cost delivers significant savings relative to
non-covered battery replacements and saves the hassle and
frustration of dealing with unplanned IT expenses.

®

Lenovo Performance
Backpack
This lightweight case provides
comfortable use and notebook
protection for students on the go.

FST is a Lenovo Certified ASP (Authorized
Service Provider) delivering repair & technical support.
Ask about our White Glove Custom Setup & Implementation
Services and FST Extended Custom Warranty offering next
day “always available” replacement services designed for
minimal instructional downtime.

ThinkPad® Optical
Wireless Mouse
Reduces desktop clutter, easy
slow-and-go flexibility, and up to
12 months of battery life.

The Perfect Laptop for 1 to 1 Student Initiatives in Your District

Affordable - Durable - Powerful

Intel Inside®. Powerful
Solution Outside
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